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RALPH LEWIS WORKSHOP OPENING TIMES
Mondays 10 a.m. to 1p.m. t/2/s8 to t2/12188.
rrVednesdays 4.30 p.m. to 8.30 p.m. 312188 to 112/88.
Last Thundays l0 a.m. to 2 p.m. 25 I 2, 3. I I 3, 2E I 4, 26 I 5, 3 0 I 6,

281 7, 2s18, 2919, 2l t o, 241 t 1.
ThirdSundays l0a-m. to4 p.n. 2112, 2013, 1714, 1515, 19/6

I 17,.21 18, r819, r 6l to, 20l r t.
The l4torkdtop can be opened at other times by arrangement
provided two members are in attendance.

The publication dates for Morocco Bound are I st March,
I 5th May , I 5th August and I st November. Copy for art-
icles, letters, and items of interest should reach the Edit-
or one month before the publication date. However,we
shall make every effort to accommodate urgent last
minute notices.
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1{ed. l4th Sept.

Sat. 8th oct.

Sat. 12th Nov.

Wed. 30th Nov.

1988 CALENDAR
6 p.m. General Meeting, Fisher Library
University of Sydney.
2 - 4.30 p.m. Demonstration/iVorkshop:
Book Repairs - Daphne Lera, at the prem-
ises of D.S. Murray Pty Ltd, 9th Floor,
Gowings Building.
2 - 4.30 p.m. DemonstrationflVorkshop
Book Page Repairs - Jill Gurney,

6 p.rn. Annual General Meeting. Fisher
Library, University of Sydney.

Sat. 10th Dec. l0 a.m. - 4 p.m. End of Year Party, Sale
of Equipment, Barbecue Picnic - at Ralph
LewiS Worksh6p and grounds of Collegei

ANNUAL EXHIBITION
-Fisher Library, University of Sydney, Monday 3lst October to
Wednesday l4th DecemSer. Entries-to be lodged by 26th Oct.

TRADING POST
For Sale: A variety of (generally unused ) lead printers type suit-

able for blocking. About $15 per l% fonts (= 150 Characters/
numbers). Michael Mathew 498 3522

NOTICES

Quarterly Report from the Secretary

Martin Pentley gave us an excellent talk on leather and those who
had booked benefited from workshops with Daphne Lera (Book
Repairs) and Maureen Duke (Gold Tooling). In the latter work-
shop Maureen made use of the supply of hand tools we have grad-
ually built up, and it is to be hoped that more members will
make use of these. The Ralph Lewis Workshop is our pride aad
interstate guilds envy us. We wish to see as maay members as
possible benefit from these hard to find (and expensive to pur-
chase) tools.

A larger group than usual also gathered at Bowral for May's
End and we thank Jean and Ron Dunlop for their arrangements
and catering.

I do more than eat, sleep and drink equipment and supplies,
and whilst I try to scan the daily paper, I am always grateful to
members who bring any other advertisements or auctions to my
attention. Many vendors unfortunately want prices that are
either unrealistic or beyond our means, and our appetite is lim-
ited, but there seems to be aa insatiable queue of members
wanting small presses, etc., artd we will always buy such items.

It seems that very few members know the extent of odd-
ments available at the Guild Workshop, and the Committee have
therefore decided to have a GALA PICNIC, BRING AND BUY,
GARAGE SALE etc. on saturday I oth of December from l0
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Ralph Lewis Workshop and Luncheon/
Barbecue in the grounds of the Sydney College of the Arts
instead of the Wednesday night party. This will thus be both a
social occasion and a chance for members to sell their own
oddments and to purchase matedals and qpare tools.

Members are encouraged to bring (physically or by notice) any-
thing associated with bookbinding they may wish to sell, and some
might even bring notices of things they would like to buy
(which might flush some items out of sheds). I will certainly be
bringing 50 odd books for members to pick over and hopefully I
will have found some more material oddments. Certainly at the
moment, thanks to Allan Stratton, there is a range of sewing
thread and headbands, etc., available.

The Committee deliberated at their last meeting on member-
ship fees for 1988/9 and have decided to retain the workshop
fees steady ($37.50 p.a., $20 half-year, $3 session) in order to en-
courage use, while applying nominal increases to other fees. Mem-
bership will be $22 (was $20) or $27 (was $25) for a couple, and
demonstrations/workshops witl be $ l2 (was $ 10) per halfday
(but extra for special cases). It has been very gratifying to see
20 new members since our last annual meeting (and sad to see
some not renew), and the membership now stands at 120 plus
Various libraries and institutions.

At their next meeting the Committee will need to address the
programme for 1989. Several of the 1988 qpeakers and work-
shop topics were a direct result of members' suggestions, so
please put a pen to paper and let me know what you would like
in 1989 both as speakers and tutors. Michael Mathew

Brigitta Gallaher
As a result of the Guild providing exhibits at the recent (29th
July - 7th August) very successful Exhibition of the Australian
Society 61 fslligraphers, a Swiss designer binder has contacted
us. She trained with Hugo Peller. Brigitta Galtaher (ne6 Brigitta
Flmer) had two books in the 1984 Contemporary Designer Book-
bindings Exhibition. She now Iives in Sydndy, has joinid the
Guild, and seeks bindine commissions, She can be contacted on
550 23s 1.

Important
DemonstrationsflYorkshops - Change of Dates

By mutual agreement, Daphne Leta and Jill Gurney have
changed dates, Those booked for Jill's hands-on 'Book
Page Repairs' should now go to the Ralph Lewis Workshop at
Glebe for 2 p.m. on Saturday 12th November, whilst those
booked for Daphne's 'Book Repairs' should go to D.S. Murray
Pty Ltd, 9th Floor, Gowing's Building for 2 p.m. on Saturday
8th October.

Discounts l'or Members
William Lai of Wills Quills, 166 Victoria Ave, Chatswood, is
progressively adding more bookbinding lines to his stock and
his shop is certainly worth a visit.

Presently he has horn folders, bookcloth (ia tape form), a
range of papers (endpaper, tissue, Japanese printed, etc.), some
vellum and leather and a range of gilding suppiies (including
gold sheet, aluminium, copper, burnishers etc.)

Mr Lai points that his original business was Asian Provisions
and as result of his 'grocery' mentality his prices tend to be
10-15% below art suppliers. And then there is his l0% discount
for members who identify themselves ( say a copy of Morocco
Bound !

Shop hours are 9 a.m. - 6 p.m., Tuesday to Saturday.
Mr Lai will stock lines we request so please give him a try.

Book for Annual Extritition
Cambridge University Press are re-issuing in facsimile form the
Australan volume of the Cambridge History of the Bitish
Empire, edited by Emest Scott with a new Intioduction
by Professor G. Bolton. The book contains some 800 pages
and measures 234mm x l56mm. The retail price is ix-
pected to be $85 but the Press has offered to make available
30. copies for re-binding by Guild members at our special
pnce.

The deadline for exhibition is Wednesday 26th October, and
orders for copies will close on 23rd September. Copies can be
delivered at the quarterly meeting in September if desired.

Orders to Michael Mathew, 498 3522, or by mail.

Supplier Relocation
Edwards Dunlop and B.J. Ball, Paper Suppliers, advise that from
15.8.88 they will be relocating to 56 Anzac Ave, Chultora, 2190
(Ph. 796 3155). We understand there is still a $50 minimum
charge.

LIBRARY NOTES
Joumals Received

Craft Bookbinders Guild Newsletter (A.C.T.), June 1988.
Cra ft N. S. ll.,.Feb.-Mar, Apr.-May, June-July 1 98 8.

De Boekbinder, Vol. 6, 4 (1987) - includes an article (in
Dutch) on binding periodicals.

Qld Bookbinders Guild Newsletter 7 & 2 (1988). No. 2 con-
tains an article on repairing corners.

Victorian Bookbinders Guild Newsletter 7,2-6 (1988). No. 5
includes an article on 'Supplemental Sewing' (i.e. where
only some sections require repair).
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THE BOOK

l. The Medieval Book

TIIOROCCO BOUND

- 400 - 1500 A.D.

the roll pagan.

A full scholarly account of the development ofthe
codex is given by Roberts and Skeat,3 who survey the
reasons for the slow movement from roll to codex. They
show that by about 300 A.D. the codex had more or less
achieved parity with the scroll. 'Thereafter', they write,
'the use of the roll rapidly diminished. By the fourth
century the codex was established as the book of the
period ... By the fifth ... the roll held barely l0% of the
market; and by the sixth it had vanished forever as a
vehicle for literature'.

From Popyrus to Parchment
By the fourth century A.D., when Christianity was mov-
ing towards its ascendancy in the West, the use of papyr-
us was diminishing - but not without strong defence by
its adherents. Diringera summarises the conflicting claims
for parchment and papyrus: parchment provided a fine
surface; both sides could be written upon;it was tough
(and was therefore suitable for folding and sewing), and
had good lasting qualities; but it was heavy, more diffic-
ult to handle, its edges were apt to cockle and (probably
because of its humble day-today use) it was 'vulgar';
Galen contended that its shiny surface strained the eyes.
Papyrus, on the other hand , did not withstand damp
but on the other hand became brittle when dry (there-
fore not really amenable to folding or sewing). These
shortcomings did not prevent its fairly widespread use in
early codices, especially those of the early Christian
Coptic communities in Egypt, who produced papyrus
codices as late as the sixth century. It was cheap and
easily produced. Like the, scroll, it had the approval of
the establishment. But its time was running out.

Ironically, though its use as the material for the book
virtually ended by the seventh century, it continued as a
utility writing material till the eleventh, taking over the
humbler role of the embryo codex of Imperial Rome.
Parchment displaced papyrus much as paper was to dis-
place parchment nearly a thousand years later at about
the time when the press displaced the quill.
The Church and the Codex
It would be difhcult to overstate the importance of the
Christians in the history of the modern book. Their ad-
option of the codex as their preference vehicle for
wiiting very early in the present era was seminal; the
long use of the papyrus codex by the Copts has already
been mentioned. During the chaotic period following the
fall of the Western Roman Empire in 476 A.D.,s the
Church of Rome began to emerge as the cohesive elem-
ent in Western civilization as the bishops set about and
succeeded in converting Imperial Rome's pagan con-
querors, so bringing them under the spiritual authority
of the popes and insuring the temporal power and
wealth of the Church.

In the world of books, with which this article is con-
cerned, the main contribution made by the monks of the
early monasteries was the copying of scriptures, missals
and other works directed to the understanding of Church
doctrine. But with the dramatic growth in the number
and size of monasteries in the sixth century the range of
books produced was extended to include the copying of
other works including classical texts that were consistent
with Christian teaching, and the medium chosen was the
parchment codex.

Tlrc Codex
The story of the book from the first century codex re'
ferred to in Section 10 of F.A. Beck's scholarly article,
'The Ancient Book', publistred in the last issue of Mor-
occo Bound, to the full flowering of the medieval codex
in such a work as The Book of Kells (ca. 800 A.D.), is ob-
scure in many respects despite the devoted work of many
scholars. The fragmentation of communities during the
early centuries of the Christian era, especially after the
fall of Rome's Western Empire in the fifth century,leaves
relatively few pictures of most human activities except
practices of religion and war - which seem to have enjoy'
ed an unhappily close relationship. The history of the
book may have fared better than those of other crafts; if
so, it is probably because of the visible and tangible evid-
ence provided by examples ofthe craft that have survived
the hazards of centuries.

In his article F.A. Beck gave an excellent account of
the manufacture of the roll. The distinction between the
roll and the codex is succinctly put by the Latin lexico'
graphers, kwis and Short :'[The codex's] leaves were
not, like those of the volumina [rolls], rolled within one
another, but, like those of our books, lay over one anoth-
er'. The words 'like those of our books' anticipate what
has often been remarked since: that the codex established
the pattern of the modern book, displacing the roll al'
mosi entirely by the sixth century. To extend the Lewis
and Short distinction, then, we can say that while both
roll and codex use sheets of material suitable for writing,
in the roll the sheets were fastenededge to edge and rolled
from one extremity to the other, whilst in the codex the
sheets were laid flat, one above the other, folded at the
centre and fastened near or through the fold.l

Just why the codex supplanted the roll is a question
that is not fully answerable. It is certain that the process
was lengthy. The two forms of the book cocxisted for at
Ieast the first ltve centuries of the present era and for an

indeterminate period before it. F.A. Beck describes the
usefulness of the pugillares, hand-holdable scribblers and
true precursors of the Latin codex, for such everyday jobs
as note-taking, rough drafts, teaching and legal practice
during the supremacy of the roll in Roman times. It is
not hard to imagine how a useful, manageable 'writing-
book' (for want of better name) might supersede a more
venerable but more cumbersome,less versatile one. He
also points out that in the first century A.D. parchment
replaced wood as the material used in the making of
pigillares - a very real step in the establishment of the
suitability of parchment as a writing material..As the pro-
cess of pioduition was refined and its availability main-
tained, there seelns no reason why its use should not have
been extended.

Parchment was, however, also used in the rnakirrg of
rolls. It is difficult, therefore, to argue that an extension
of its everyday use, if indeed it did extend,was a rcls-
on for the general replacement of the roll by the codex
unless the codex could increase its appeal to the influ-
ential users of the roll, the nten of letters and those of
the patrician class who bought and collected their works.
Their support was slorv in coming. Generally it seems that
the adoption of the codex by the Christian ch-urch was a

crux in the move from roll to codex. Till the fifth cent-
ury the two forms of tlte book were alive (and to differ'
ent degrees ) well. Generally, the codex was 'Christian',
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The Scibes
As one medieval historian put it, 'the copying of books
... was a natural'occupation of the monk',6 though it
would seem that not all monks made the most ol their
'natural' talent: in the eighth century, Charlemagne was
much concerned about the careless copying of religious
manuscripts. Be that as it may, from the sixth to the
twelfth @ntury the monasteries had a yirtual monopoly
of book production.

St Benedict seems to have provided the model for the
area set aside for the copying of books, the sciptoium,
in the monastery at Monte Cassino in 529 A.D.7 In the
larger monasteries the sciptoium was a large workshop,
usually above the chapter house and adjoining (or includ-
ing) the library which was, of course, the repository of
books to be copied or used for reference. It was super-
vised by an armaius or libraius who assigned work, issu-
ed materials and ensured that strict silence was maintain-
ed. The scribes were monks, though it would seem that if
specialised work such as rubrification or illumination
was required, secular help was sought;8 but in the main
the monks were self-sufficient. The scribes did more, how-
ever, than copy texts; doing it, they perfected the art of
calligraphy in a great variety of styles, unknowingly pro-
viding models on which early typecutters would base
their type to establish the good repute of their printed
books with readers accustomed to the fine script of the
scribes. They also provided models for their twentieth
century inheritors whose work may be seen from time to
time in calligraphy exhibitions in this country.
The Book and the Universities
The first stirrings of what was to develop as 'The Renaiss-
ance'began in the twelfth century with the convergence
in various European centres of seculare scholars who in
turn attracted an emerging intelligentsia to their debates
and colloquies, so establishing communities of teachers
and scholars with a common interest: learning and its
medium, books.

By the end of the century, the teachers were so numer-
ous in Paris that they formed themselves into a guild
which was given the usual medieval name for a corporat-
iol: univenitas. The new body had the blessing of both
church and state, and both teachers and students were
given certain clerical privileges; in the common view they
would no doubt have been automatically identified with
the clergy who for the best part of a thousand years had
been the custodians oflearning.

The university at Paris was followed by others, notably
at Bologna in Northern Italy (which counted among its
scholars Dante and Petrarch), Oxford and Cambridge, and
by the fourteenth century universities were thriving across
Europe. This shift from monastic to secular centres
of leaming was to prove very significant in the story of
the book.

The sciptoia produced books for the Chtrch and
were to continue to do so long after the founding of univ-
ersities. But with the coming of these the demand for
books increased enormously and a secular trade quickly
grew as booksellers and copyists (or scriveners) tried to
meet the needs of the new market. The universities exer-
cised very strict control over the book suppliers. They
rigorously policed the accuracy of transcriptions and
charges for copying were controlled.

ln the scriptona the various skills involved in the mak-
ing of a manuscript - preparation of the sheets, writing,
illuminating, rubricating - went on under the same roof.
In the new order, however, the various stages of produc-
ing the finished book took place in separate workshops

and as Marcel Thomas puts it,ro '... quite recognisable
production lines slowly came into being, involving a
large number of artisans'.

Binding the Codex

Sewing
Edith Diehl has observedl l that 'The Codex ... marked
the beginning of the binder's craft'. Although papyrus
codices were used by the Copts in the early centuries of
the Christian era, it was, as already described, displaced
by parchment. The difference between the two mater-
ials probably had considerable influence on the develop-
ment of two different methods of sewing. The papyrus
codex was made up of single sheets laid one on top of the
other, folded, and stab-sewn - that is, sewn through the
whole section close to but not through the fold. A.
fourth century copy of St John's Gospel seems to have
been made 'by taking twenty-five sheets of papyrus about
ten inches long each way and laying them one above the
other ... and then folding the whole mass in half to form
a volume of a single gathering' t2 ' - a book of one hund-
red pages.

As suggested in the section 'From Papyrus to Parch-
ment ' (above), papyrus was not really suitable for fold-
ing or sewing through the fold. Parchment was. Hence
sewing through the fold of the section was the method
used almost exclusively through the Middle Ages and.
because paper too is compatible with it,has dominated
bookbiniling for some fifteen hundred years. 13 Never-
theless, both forms of the codex consisted of flat sheets
folded and, one way or the other, sewn together. Hence
the earlier form, the papyrus codex, can fairly be said
'to mark the beginning of the binder's craft'.

The parchment folio section usually comprised four
sheets, called a quaternion or quire. A problem in the ar-
rangement of sheets in a quire arose because the two
sides of a piece of parchment (the outer or 'hair' side and
the inner of 'flesh' side) were of different colour. Care-
ful binders solved it by arranging the sheets in a way that
ensured that facing pages matched14 the first sheet was
laid outer side down, the second inner side down, the
third outer side down and the fourth inner side down;

Figure I
when the sheets were folded, the pages would match,
the first and last displaying outer surfaces. See figure l.

In an absorbing description of the rebinding of the
Domesday Books in celebration of their nine hundredth
anniversary in 1986, Helen Froude gives an interesting
account of the way in which the size of the folio was
determined. ls For the Great Domesday (that is, the
Iarger of the two volumes) a sheet measuring about
20 inches by 29 inches was cut from a prepared skin.
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MOROCCO BOUND

This sheet provided four folio leaves, each pair, when
folded along the centre (corresponding to the spine of
the animal), measuring 14% inches by 10 inches.
(See fig. 2). From a damaged skin only two leaves were
retrieved. The folded leaves were then sewn along the
fold, usually but not always in quires.

Quite early in the development of the codex, sections
were joined by kettle stitches; this implies a system of
continuous sewing from section to section. It resulted in
fairly smooth backs, free of the humps caused by thongs,
cords and tapes that were to present problems to later
binders. The books, flat-backed, protected on the sides
by boards, by leather over the spine and stored flat, seem
to have lasted pretty well.

Raised Thongs In the tenth c.entury an important devel'
opment in the method of sewing appeared in Ewope-
one that was to continue virtually unmodified till the
sixteenth century: this was the practice of drawing
the thread through the fold of the sections and round
strips of leather, or thongs, laid across the spine of the
book. The thongs were split to the width of the spine,
the ends being left single tbr anachment ro the covers,
and are referred to as 'double thongs'.

Middleton notes 16 that 'there is good reason to believe
that the smaller of the two volumes of Domesday Book
was sewn on raised thongs at the end of the eleventh cent-
ury.' Helen Froude u writes more cautiously of prick-
holes through the quires that 'indicate the stations for the
three spine bands on whidr Great Domesday was original-
ly bound, and the two for Little Domesday''withouiany
clear statement about exactly what is meant by 'spine
bands'.

The need for a way of controlling the thongs during
sewing probably led to the development of the sewing
frame. Middleton records that a twelfth century German
manuscript 'bears a miniature of a monk working at one.'tr
The timing and the need seem to coincide, therefore the
connexibn seems a reasonable one.

Sewing on raised bands provided a strong and reason.
ably flexible binding procedure, In its earlystages there
was no attempt to conceal the unevenness caused by the
thongs when the spine was covered, though as time went
on binders sought ways of incorporating the swell of the
thongs into the design of the spine. Whatever aesthetic
problems it may have posed, however, sewing on raised
thongs 'was the foundation on which fine binding was
built and developed during the next thousand years.' le
There was, in fact, no significant change in sewing tech.
nique till after the invention and establishment of
printing.

Covering and Ornamentation
As implied in the previous section, the binding and cover-
ing of early codices was utilitarian; as Edith Dietrl ob-
serves,20'The reason for binding books is primarily to pre-
serve them' - and after 'binding' she could well have add-
ed 'and covering'. Hence after sewing they were laced to
boards (almost invariably wooden) and quarterbound with
leather to protect the sewing on the spine (which at this
stage was flat2 1 ). Because the parchment leaves tended
to cockle (Diringer's word) at the edges, clasps were fitted
to the boards to hold the edges flat; and because until the
fifteenth century books were stored flat, bosses, usually
ofbrass were hxed to the sides to protect the leather.

Well before the leather covers attracted the attention
of embellishers, the scribes had busied themselves with the
beautification of their manuscripts. Their motivation
would certainly have been devotional; from the Sermon
on atdivi vocem de caelo preserved in Durham Cathedral,
Diringer 21 quotes these revealing words:'The ink with
which we write is humility itself .... The diverse colours
wherewith the book is illuminated, not unworthily re-
present the multiple grace of heavenly wisdom.'

The scribes' own contribution as noted in an earlier
section was their cultivation of the beautiful hands in
which their manuscripts were written. To this rubricat-
ors added titles, chapter initials and notes in red (their
name deriving from the Latin rubica, the title of a law,
or rubric, which was written in red). Finally the illuminat-
ors brought their art to the manuscripts. McMufirie 23

describes enthusiastically how illumination adds 'charm
to manuscript books', enlarging and colouring first letters
of sentences; flourishing the extremities of the letters un-
til they ran into the margins; decorating the margins of
important pages with designs independent of the letters;
and introducing miniatures. The colours were principally
red, blue and gold, occasionally purple, yellow and green.
It was artistry of this sort that distinguished the work
done in Irish monasteries between the sixth and ninth
centuries. St Patrick had come to Ireland ia the fifth cent-
ury to convert the people to Christianity, probably with
the help of Christian communities already established
there, and within a century the monks had established the
Bible as trrc u4sls ur a new lnsu culture and Latin as the
language of their scholarship. The manuscripts they pro.
duced reached a pinnacle about the beginning of the
ninth century in The Book of Kells, a Latin vtrsion of
the four gospels of which so much has been written that
comment here would be superfluous. There is no reason
to suppose that, though there were minor changes along
the way, the practices of monastic book production we-re
to change significantly until the rise oftlie universities
and the growth of a new reading public, described in an
earlier section, took the making of books to a consider-
able extent out of the monastery.

The decoration ofbook covers seems to have been
much slower and more restrained than the omamentat-
ion and illumination of the text, While it is true that as

3.rly as the fifth and sixth centuries elaborate Byzantine
Bible covers were made of gold, silver and coppei, and in-
laid with jewels, it can be aigued that the craits involved
were those metal workers and jewellers practised rather
than those of workers in leath6r.

Elaborate covers continued to be designed for Bibles
and service books for use at the high altais of the church-
es; but they were not designed forlhe scholarly, iiturgic.
al and pastoral activities of the monks for whom the -
sciptoia primarily produced books. In Ireland, for ex-
ample, in the heyday of textual illumination, covers
were plain. And when leather was first ornamented it was

Sheet 29 x 20 ins,
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by blind tooling - the impressing of lines and points on
the leather with hot tools - a procedure found in bind-
ings as early as the sixth century, but one that disappear-
ed till the twelfth, when it leappeared as the stamping of
patterns on the leather with heated metal dies?a

The major step fonrard in cover decoration did not
come till the introduction of gold tooling in Europe
towards the end of the fifteenth centrrry.

2 The Beginning of the End of the Manuscript

Movable Type Printing
+itho-ygh printing must be seen as a process that pro-
foundly affects bookbinding, it can be argued thai tech-
nically it has nothing to do with it. Blankbooks can be
and are bound. Nevertheless it would be strange to make
no comment on an invention that has, willy-nilly, impos-
ed enormous demands on its allied craft.

The invention of movable metal type in the mid-fift-
eenth century marks a high point in ihe story of the
Book. There is no reason tolhink, however,ihat it was,
any more than was the development of the codex, an
overnight affair.

- Printing in one form or another goes back long before
the invention of movable type. Wood-cut imprints were
possibly extant in China before the Christian era; printed
cloth was probably pre{hristian;and in the eighth cent-
yry A.D.wood blocks 25 were used in Japan to print
Dharani scrolls on thin paper slips. But what disiinguish-
ed the new invention was that ciaftsmen had evolv6d a
method by which pieces of metal on each of which a lett-
er ofthe alphabet had been raised could be arranged in
any order to imprint words on a suitable surface,lhen
dismantled and later re-used in different combinations.

- 
Parchment, or vellum,26 despite Diringer's description

of it as 'the most beautiful and suitable material foiwrit-
ing or printing upon that has ever been used ...'27 would
probably have been unable to meet the demands that the
new process was bound to create. Even ifit had been
able to do so, it can still be asked whether it would have
proved as adaptable to it as the material that supplanted
it.
Poper
T'sai Lun (or Lin) is generally regarded as the inventor of
paper in the second century A.D. It apneared in Europe
a thousand years later, thougl it was in use m Japan (still
noted for the quality ofits paper) by the seventh century.
By i085 it was being produced in Spain (probably introd-
uced from North Africa by the Moors) and was being
manufactured in Italy by the late thirteenth century.
Thus when printing was invented during the fifteenth
century a material capable of meeting the demands of the
new process was available - a situation comparable with
the parallel growth of parchment and codex.

Traditionally, Johann Gutenberg is regarded as the in-
ventor of priltting, a title that has been commonly disput-
ed. The evidence given in support of the claimants is sur-
veyed by Febvre and Martin.28 The American letterer
Warren Chappell2e comments,'while it is likely that the
average person seeing the excellence of the early books of
Gutenberg for the first time would be tempted to doubt
that they were the initial manifestations of a new art',
adding a little caustically 'the quality of the early Dutch
type-making and printing still extant is so markedly in-
ferior to Gutenberg's that the possibility of a few years'
priority is less important than Gutenberg's results.'

As Febwe and Martin point out,$what the fifteenth
century experimenters were seeking was a way of 'making
up a page ot print trom separate movable types': to do it

they needed 'movable type cast in metal; a fatty based
ink; and the press.' At the centre of the problem was the
making of the letters; for each 'a punch must be made
from hard metal at the end of which the letter is engraved
in relief. The punch is used to strike a die in a softer met-
al which holds the ... impression. Held in a mould the die
can then cast as many lsorts' as desired... The letters ap-
pear in relief as on the original punch.' By the middle of
the fifteenth century, Gutengerg had come close to per-
fecting machine and type and in about 1455 there appear-
ed the Latin Bible known as the 42-line Bible (because
there are forty-two lines to each of the two columns on
the pages), or more popularly as the 'Gutenberg Bible',
generally regarded, despite the controversy already re-
ferred to, as the first book printed in Europe. Scholderer3l
includes colour reproductions of a reduced page of the
beautifully printed Bible. Johann Fust, a Mainz lawyer,
and Peter Schueffer (Gutenberg's foreman) were almost
certainly involved in the production of the Bible. After
Fust had successfully sued Gutenberg for money borrow-
ed for his printing projects, he went ahead with Schueffer
to produce one of the glories of early pinting' : The
Mainz halter, a collection of the Psalms. The Latin colo-
phon which, as in'manuscripts, appeared at the end of the
book, giving, as the later front title pages were to do, de-
tails of publication, identifies the publishers, gives the
date (1457) and place (Mainz) of publication and so
establishes it as the lrst printed book that 'emerged from
the shelter of anonymity'.32 All the known copies are
printed on vellum.

Incunabula
Books produced between 1450 and 1500 are described as
incunabula (literally'swaddling clothes' and by extension
'infancy'), aptly so because during that period the printers
were setting the guidelines for the industry of the future.
The incunabula were, as Konrad Haebler puts it,33 'pro-
ductions in which we can follow the development of the
book and in which the printer expressed himself in his
work as an independent creative master.'The study of the
period reveals two things: the continuing influence of the
medieval book, particularly on type forms but also on
ornamentation, and the rapid spread of the new techlique,
accelerated perhaps by the sack of Mainz in 1642.

Early printers emulated the letter styles and refinements
of manuscripts in an endeavour , no doubt, to demonstrate
to readers that printing did not involve any decline in
quality. (They still met with considerable resistance from
connoisseurs of manuscript books.) Gutenberg seems to
have gone to great pains to make his print as indistinguish-
able as possrDle from the gothic style of north European
calligraphers developing the type known in Germany as
Textur,and in England (where Caxton introduced it in
1477) as'Black Letter'. Printers who moved into Italy
when the Roman styles of calligraphy flourished, devel-
oped type influenced by them. This influence spread and
the Roman style with its capital and small letters became
the type-face of modern Europe. As the new trade prosp-
ered and the printed book found readers who had not -

grown up in the older tradition, printers were free to de-
velop their own styles and format and to devote them-
selves to the mechanical problems of book production.

The extent to which printing had gained ground from
manuscript book production is typified by the following
com,parison. In the late fifteenth century, Vespasianus,
working with fifty-five assistants to produce rnanuscripts
for Cosimo de' Medici, produced two hundred volumes
in twenty-two months. By 1500, one thousand shops in
two hundred cities had produced some twelve mil[on
books in thirty-five thousand editions. s
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This was the situation to which the book trade as a
whole had to address itself in the years that followed.

Notes

1 See below: '2 Binding the Codex' 2 Colin A. Roberts and
T.C. Skeat, The Birth of the Codex (O.U,P. 1983). 3 Ibid', p.
76. Unless'literature'is taken in avery limited sense, the use of
the roll by present day Jews for ritual copies of the Lawwould
seem to contradict the concluding clause of this comment.
4 David Diringer, The Book before Pinting (N.Y.: Dover Books
1982 ; reprint of The Hand-produced Book (1953) 165; 192-5..
5 This date is often given as'the beginning of the Middle Ages'.
The Eastern Empire, of course, continued under its Emperors
until 1452, when Constantinople fell to the Turks. 6 J.H,
Robinson, Medieval and Modem Times p. 5 6: Wm' Blake's
'Reader, lover of book, lover of heaven' (lerusalem,'To the
Reader', 2.22) is more esoteric, but more bdatuifullv out.
7 It is worth roting that despite the production of singularly
beautiful mss. in England during the eighth and ninth centuries,
there is no evidence of the existence of scriptoria in English
monasteries before the twelfth century when the monastic mon-
opoly was coming to its end with the advent of the universities.
See Diringer, op., cit. 8 Comment on lhe scriptorium is given
by Douglas C. McMurtrie, The Book (O.U.P', 1980) pp. 76'8;
Edith Diehl, Bookbinding: its Bdckground and Technique ((N.Y,
: Dover, 1980) Vol. I, pp. 16-18; David Diringer, op. cit',2O6-9,
5 r8 ff., et possim. 9 The closing centuries of the Middle fues
are referred 1o by some scholars as'The Secular Age'. See Marcel
Thomas, 'Manuscripts'in Lucian Febvre and Henri-Jean Martin's
The Coming of the Book (London: Verso Edition, 1984) pp.
l5ff.
10 In Febwe and Martin, op. cit. p. 26' 1l Diehl, op. cit. p.
14. l2 Diringer, op, cit., pp.31O-ll,Areproductionof hilo
pages of text is printed on p. 150. 1 3 Stab-sewing has been

The subject of papr repair and its conservation interests
all those who are concerrrd with the future of 'the book'.
That people are actually employed, full-time, in this work
commarids our interest'but rarely our belief. Yet the fact
is that hundreds of men and women are engaged in Aust-
ralia by universities, banks, commercial houses, libraries,
archives, museums and research institutes for one pur-
pose - the restoration ofbooks and other paper docu-
ments which, due to their age, ate deteriorating. The
pime cause of t*ris problem was, and remains, the intro-
duction of a range of chemical sizes and fillers into the
manufacture of paper. It began in the early part of the
last century. When wood-chips replaced rags as the staple
ingredient of the paper formula, acids of various types
needed to be used: the commonest was (and is) a com-
bination of alum and resin. For one thing, it prevents
the ink running when printers print. The acidity level,
however, has a severe degradable effect and a pH of
about 4.8. As well, paper retains water - about 5%
of the total amount of (natural) cellulose weight con-
tained in its manufacture. The hydrogen ions of the wat-
er catalyse hydrolysis of the woodchip cellulose eroding
its supplety and strength. Papers and books brown and
thus become brittle as well. Some, after only a few
months, may crumble to dust in one's hand.

Yet perfectly satisfactory papers need not be acid at
all - cost is not a factor.

A size of calcium carbonate costs the same as any
other yet maintains the pH at a safe level. The decision
to change is entirely up to the paper manufacturer.

used effectively from time to time up to thc present. See Bernard
C. Middleton,,4 History of Englisll Craft Bookbinding Tech -

nique (London: Holland I)ress, 19?8) pp. t 1-12. 14 The prob-
lem of matching surfaces also eristcd with papyrus. See Middle-
ton, op. cit., pp. 5-6. 15 Helen Iiroude, Domesday Presewed
(London: H.M. Stationerl' Office. 1986)pp. 8-14. The pro-
cedure described here is especiallf interesting as it seems to ac-
count for variations in folio size by varS'ing size and conditions
of skins, until the introduction of paper made the standardization
of sheet measurements possible. t6 Middleton, op. cit., p. 15,
note 1. 17 Froude, op. cir.. p. 2 L 18 Middleton, op. cit., p.
215. 19 lbid., p. 18. 20 Di!'hl, op. cit., p. 17. 21 Round-
ing seems to have been introduccd about the middle of the fift-
eenth century. 22 Diringer. op. cit.. p. 207. 23 McMurtrie,
op. cit., p. ?9. 24 See Diehl. op, cit., pp. 2l-3 and Middleton,
op. cit.,165-7. 25 Victor Scholderer,Jofiann Gutengerg: The
Inventor ol Pinting (Britislr NIuseum. 1970) p. 8, states that the
earliest of fifteenth century block-books. thought to be the fore-
runners of printing in Europc, date from a time when movable
type was already established. 26 See N'liddleton, op. cit., p,
6,note2. The term 'vellum'rvrs first recorded in 1440 when it
apparently referred to superior quality- parchment. Nowadays it
refers to material obtained from calf, goat. or any animal other
than sheep, 27 Diringer, op. cit.. p. I 80. 28 Feblre and
Martin, op. cit., pp. 50 ff. See too NIc\'lurtrie, op. cit., pp. 165 ff.,
where he comes dorvn strongl) rtgainst Gutenberg's claim.
29 Warren Chappell, -4 Short Ilistorl' of the Printed Word (Lon-
don: Deutsch, 1912),p. 5. 3o I:ebvre and Martin, op. cit., p.
50. 31 Scholderer, op. cit., platcs I & II, facing pp. l6 & 17.
32 McMurtrie, op. cit., p. 150. 33 I(onrad Haebler, The Sfitdy
of Incanabula, trans. Lucy Eugenia Osborne (N.Y.: Grollier Club,
1933; repr. N,Y. Kraus Reprints, 1936) pp. i-3. 34 See Chapp-
ell, op. cit., pp. 36-7,84.

Ronald Dunlop

Since publishers and printers are now, one hopes, includ-
ing the new formula in their specifications, we are seeiug
the end of acid paper and its self-destructibility. At the
same time libraries, bookshops and warehouses, as well as
private homes, are stuffed full of brown. crumbling
books.

Like the new world of the corrrputer programrner, to-
day we have the world of the paper conservator and the
book restorer. The U.S. Library olCongress, for instance,
employs more than fifty conservators whose job is simply
to photograph the three million brittle books in their
great collection as well as their annual acquisition of a

further 70,000! The cost for each book is up to $100.
The budget for the cost of saving three million books

has been estimated at $258 million. The nragnitude of
this task calls for an equivalent magnitude of solution.

A process has been evolved which allows the library
staff to neutralize paper in very large quantities. A new
plant is under way in Washingtorl which will allow up to
9000 volumes to be loaded into a tank capable ol sus-
tainins a very high vacuum. When the vacuunt is up, the
the water from the books wiil be ejected and pumped out
(about 150 litres). Thereby thc water content rvill be re-
duced to less than 1%.Diethyl zinc is thcn inlroduccd
into the tank, diffused among the books, rreutrllising any
acid; then the books will be rehydrated. This process
takes about four days and costs about S3 a btiok. No
od_ours or toxicity remain. The bindings and inks are un-
affected by the volatile compound.

Such is the reality of conservation and an indication of
its cost to one nation. (Ed.)

INTRODUCTION TO PAPER AND ITS CONSERVATION
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PAPER AND ITS CONSERVATION

A Brief History of Pre.Writing Materials

The following materials were used before paper:

STONE It is thought that stone was the first
material to be used for the carving of characters or
ietters - primarily for the purpose of communicat-
ion and recording of events. One of the most fam-
ous examples of this is the Rosetta Stone, found near
the mouth of the Nile n 1799. This stone has a tri-
lingual inscription in Greek, hieroglyphics and dem-
otic characters (the common form of hieroglyphics).

TABLETS Made of clay, these were engraved with
characters while the clay was still wet. They were
then baked until hard and used as a portable means
of communication. These were popular with the
Chaldaeans, the Semitic people of Babylonia.

METAL A variety of metals have been used, the
most common being brass, copper, bronze and lead.
I-ead was mentioned in the Bible as being a suitable
material to inscribe permanent messages upon.
Roman soldiers sometimes wrote their wills on their
bronze scabbards and buckles.

WOOD Wood proved to be a versatile material
for this purpose. It was generally coated with a

material such as chalk, wax or plaster and the in-
formation was incised into this surface. If it was
necessary, it could be re-coated and re-used. Slabs
of wood could be bound together with leather
thongs and used in book form, known as a codex.
There is eyidence to show that wood was used for
writing before Homer's time (9th century B.C.).

LEAVES OF The most common type of leaf used
TREES was that of the palm tree and these
were still in common use in India and Ceylon until
quite recently. A variety of tree leaves were used in-
cluding that of palmyra. These leaves were often
strung together with cords to make a book -
hence the phrase 'leaves of a book'.

BARK OF This source of writing material was
TREES used in many places. In Latin the
word for 'inner bark' is liber. This came to mean
'book' and consequently we have the word 'library'.

PARCHMENT and The king of Pergamum is cred-
VELLUM ited with the invention of

No adhesive was used, the natural gum present
in the sap being enough to bind the strips to-
gether. Whichever the method, the result was a

strong laminated material that could successfully
be written upon. The sheet could be made as long
as was necessary.

ion. Once paper-making became known the other
methods fell into disuse.

Some Important Dates

1400 - 1500 B.C. This is the period of the earliest
known writing using Chinese characters. It was
found on a bone and there is a theory which claims
that this is the reason why Chinese writing is
vertical.

300 B.C. - The first woven silk used for writing
sur.faces. It was light and flexible and easy to store.
only rmportant writings were made on silk as it was
expensive. Wood and bamboo were commonly used.

250 B.C. - The invention of the camel-hair
brush by-Meng Tien revolutionised calligraphy. Be-
fore the brush, splinters of bamboo and-otirer mater-
ial were used. The hair brush was better for writing
on silk and drawing the characters. However, an
even more suitable surfa0e was desirable.

The Invention and Spread ofPaper

10s A.D. - The Chinese knew how to make felt
and so paper making developed along the same
lines - at least this is considered the probable evol-
ution.

In the reign of Emperor Ho Ti, Ts'ai
Lun reported to the Emperor the invention of
paper, and so Ts'ai Lun is generally credited with
having invented paper. However, he may only have
been the court official and patron of the invention,
and not the inventor. Another theory suggests that
Ts'ai Lun merely improved on a technique already
dc-veloped.

142 A.D. - By 142 A.D. paper was more com-
mon than silk as a writing surface. By 150 A.D. the
the paper making process had improved and the use
and manufacture of paper spread throughout China.
This takes us up to 250 A.D.

Paper was also used for ornamental purposes. In
China coins were buried with the dead for money
in the afterlife. Eventually they began making pap-
er replicas of the coins so that thieves would not
steal them and this was called 'spirit paper'. This
led to the printing of paper money in the 7th
century, and by 1400 it was very common in China.

Paper making spread to the west (Chinese Turk-
estan) and to the north (what is now Korea), where,

600 A.D. - by 600 A.D. further improvements
had been made.

610-625 A-D. Paper then reached Japan via Korea,
through Buddhist monks, and the Japanese began
improving upon Chinese methods. By 806 there
were nine papermaking areas in Japan. Japan re-
ceived much of its cultural knowledge from China,
it even adopted its written language from Chinese
scholarship.

parchment around 197 -159 B.C., although it was
probably in use as early as 1500 B.C. It is common-
ly believed that it was invented to rival papyrus as
the Egyptians would not allow the papyrus to be
exported. Parchment is the split skin of sheep using
the flesh side as the parchment, whereas vellum uses
the entire skin (generally calfskin but also goat and
lamb) and it is not split. Consequently, vellum has
grain and hair marks while parchment does not.

PAPYRUS Papyrus had many of the qualities of
paper. The Greek word for 'papyrus' was papyrus,
from which is derived our word 'paper'. Papyrus
was used in Egypt centuries before Christ and then
later in Greece and Rome. It was in popular use un-
til the lOth century but by the 12th century other
wnting marerial was more dominant. The stalk of the
papyrus plant was split longitudinally anri the inner
parts were cut into tissue-thin strips. These were
joined in a manner that is open todispute.
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764-770 A.D. The first text printing on paper took
place in Japan. It was commissioned by the Em-
press Shotuku who wanted one million Buddhist
Prayers in individual wooden pagodas to be distrib-
uted around the country. These were called the
dharoni and took six years to complete. They pre-
date the printing of the writings of Confucius (932-
953) and are considered to be a Chinese achieve-
ment as all the craftsmen were Chinese.

8s0 Thc Japanese began using the wild
gambi shrub as a fibre source. This period also saw
the rise of the Imperial Library - which included
information on paper-making. An annual token was
was sent to the Emperor from the paper-makers
which indicates that the process was highly develop-
ed. It was also a closed society - The Guild of
Paper-makers. From the 7th to the lOth century
paper-making deteriorated in China, while it flour-
ished in Japan, as it does today.

Paper-making spread to Arabia via the caravan
routes, about the same time as it spread into Korea
and Japan. In 650 paper was being used in Samark-
and, only fifty years after its first use ia Korea.

ln 107 paper was being used in Mecca (not made,
just used) and consequently pilgrims came into con-
tact with paper and took examples of it back to
theu part oTtne world. rt was abour this ume that
the Arabs began fighting with the Chinese to try and
secure sorne of the Chinese wealth. In 75 I the Arabs
won a battle against the Chinese and captured some
prisoners. Among these prisoners were some paper-
makers who told them of the paper-making process.
This was the first time this knowledge became
known outside the Orient. It then spread across
all of North Africa. Flax and hemp were the com-
mon paper-making fibres in this region.

ln 793 paper-making was established in Baghdad
which was an important trade centre and so the
knowledge spread along its trade routes.

900 A.D. Egyptians began making their own
paper. As Egypt was a trade centre for the eastern
part of the Mediterranean, especially Italy, the
knowledge ofpaper quickly spread to these areas.
However, it wasn't lnttl 1276 that we have absol-
ute evidence of paper being madg in Italy. This was
in Fabriano - which is still a paper-making centre.

950 A.D. Paper was in use in Morocco and
Spain.

I100 A.D. Paper was finally made in Fez,
Morocco.
The Europeans made the first extensive studies of
all aspects of paper-making and stimulated the dev-
elopment of paper-making as we know it today. The
earliestknowr use of paper in Europe was in Spain.
But it is not known whether paper-making entered
Europe through Italy or Spain, because the Roman
Catholic Church forbade its use and destroyed all
records because it came from an Islamic area.

I109 A.D. The earliest piece of paper found in
Europe was discovered in Sicily.

llst A.D. Xativa (Valencia) established the
flust known paper mill in Europe. This was followed
by the mill at Fabriano in 1276.

1348 A.D. Paper-making began in France. A
mill was established at Troyes where paper is still
made.

1390 A.D. Paper-making began in Germany in
Ni.irnberg.

1494 A.D. Paoer-making began in England.

The spread of the knowledge of paper-making took
approximately 1000 years to make the-entire jo_urn-

ey-from China to England. Of course, from England,
it spread to the New World with Northern America
beginning paper-making in 1690.

Paper-making did not begin in Australia until
1868 when a mill was established to make fine pap-
er for printing and writing. Prior to this, paper was
imported from the United States and Europe'

1337 A.D. This is another relatively important
date because it is the date of the first known use of
animal gelatin as a sizing. In some ways this was the
beginning of the use of materials in or on paper that
contribute to its degradation.

General Principles of Paper Conservation

I begin this section with three definitions taken from the
Code of Ethics of the Australian Institute for the Con-
servation of Cultural Materials.
Conservation - All actions aimed at the safeguarding

of cultural material for the future. Its purpose is to
study, record, retain and restore the culturally signi-
hcant qualities of an object with the least possible
intervention.

heservation - All actions taken to retard deteriorat-
ion of or prevent damage to cultural material. It in-
volves controlling the environment and conditions of
use, and may include treatment in order to maintain
an object as nearly as possible, in an unchanging state.
In the case of archival material, moving image and
sound, this may include transfer to another medium.

Restoration - All actions taken to modify the exist-
ing materials and structure of cultural material to re-
present a known earlier state. Its aim is to preserve
and reveal the aesthetic and historic value of an ob-
ject and it is based on respect for remaining original
material and clear evidence of the earlier state.

Thcre rs a suDstantial dittere^.ce today between Unelltar
(mainly Japanese) and Occidental papers - that is, the
fibres used and the method of preservation. There has
always been a marked difference, but before about 1850
their quality, from the conservation point of view, was
fairly comparable.

The Japanese use, and have always used fibres that
have a high percentage of cellulose, and their method oL
preparation does not involve use of harmful chemicals.
Nor do they employ many surface or subsequent treat-
ments to alter the characteristics of the paper. As a re-
sult of this Japanese paper is generally of a very high
quality - it has a healthy pH,long fibre length and is
quite stable. But I will concentrate mainly on Western
paper.

Western paper-makers have always used a variety of
fibres for their papers - depending initially on the plants
available. Soon after paper-making arrived in Europe,
rags were used as a fibre source - mainly linen and cott-
on. These materials also were high in cellulose and the
quality of the paper produced was high.

When printing by type was developed a size had to be
employed to enable the paper to withstand the pressure
of the press and so animal glue was used. As I mentioned
before, in some ways this was the beginning of some of
our major problems. From this time forward many sub-
stances were experimented with that would alter the
characteristics ofthe paper - the paper could be adapted
to suit the end use.. However, it was of no concern at
this stage that the materials added to these papers could
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damage the quality of the paper and therefore'shorten
its life. Since 1337 when animal gelatin was first used as

a sizing the materials developed have been of a more and
rnore acidic nature. Acidity in paper is one of the great-
est probldnts a poper conservator has to deal with. ln
1578 alum sizing was developed. In 1698 gelatine and
alum were used together. In 1807 rosin sizing was used
and -cince mid 1800's a combination of alum/rosin
since has been used.

Alum rs alummlum sulphate, commonly known as
paper-maker's alum, and is used as a mordant. The
aqueous solution used is quite acidic and when the alum
attaches itself to the cellulose molecule it produces more
acid - three times the amount of acid is produced for
every ion of alum.

Rosin is the residue left after distilling oil frorn pine
trees. About 90% of it is resin acids and the remaining
l0% is neutral matter. Rosin can be used in a variety of
states, but eventually it is free rosin that is attached to
the cellulose fibre. As the paper ages and degrades it be-
comes free acid. And as the acidity increases more of the
rosin is freed as acids.

So, lor rnany centuries paper-makers have been actu-
ally putting degrading agents into their papers. I do not
want to go into great detail about the structure of cellu-
lose but basically it consists of polymers of glucose. When
acids are present they attack the bonding between gluc-
ose molecules and so shorten the chain, which reduces the
strength of the fibre. When water is present , which it al-
ways is in paper to some extent, acid hydrolysis occurs
and if the system is left to operate long enough it can re-
duce paper to dust. But even with these acid products
being introduced into the paper, the paper was able to sur-
vive because of the high percentage of cellulose present in
the fibres. Most people are aware that papers made prior
to about 1840-1850 are generally in much better condit-
ion than those produced after that date. It was at that
time that wood pulp was introduced as a source of paper-
making fibre. Unfortunately, wood was only 45-55%
cellulose, the rest being made up of other components
such as resins, gums and other sugars. Some of these
other components are hemicellulose and lignin, which
create serious problems when it comes to paper conserv-
ation treatments. Bleaches were also added to remove any
darkening material and often the processing chemicals and
bleach were left in the paper, which, of course, speeded
up the deterioration processes. Fillers and colourants are
also often added. Fillers are used to help in the whitening
process but they also increase the opacity, stiffness and
weight of paper - and generally paper is sold by weight.
The colourants are usually either pigments or dyes. MoSt
dyes are pH sensitive and quite acidic.

Air pollutants are also a source of acid especially
suphur dioxide and oxides ofnitrogen - the latter con-
vert into nitrous oxide and nitric acid when mixed with
rvater and oxygen.

Acidity in paper is the main problem in paper con-
servation. especially in papers since the 1850's and those
are the ones we come across mostly in Australia..

Other problems the paper conservacor must deal with
are many and varied. The results of poor storage and
therefore the effects of the environment are common.
These are generally light-damage, insect and mould-dam-
age. dust and air pollution. Poor storage, that is, the ex-
posure of paper to heat and moisture, exacerbates the
problern of acidity, as these conditions are ideal for acid
hydrolysis. and mould growth.

Teals resulting from excessive or poor handling, especi-
ally of embrittled paper, are a problem as well. An off-
sl.root of this problem is the pressure sensitive tape that is

often placed over the tears. Not only does the adhesive of
these tapes cause irreversible staining but it also contrib-
utes to the acidity of the paper. It is sometimes extreme-
ly difficult to remove these tapes without causing damage
to the paper.

So what does the paper conservator do?
In many situations our options are limited by the

characteristics ofthe paper ofthe object itself. Conserv-
ation is a relatively young science and methods and mat-
erials are still being developed. This is why reversibility
of all treatments is so important. Something that may
have been tested and shown to be reversible, may in
fact prove not to be and may cause degradation to the
paper. So we must be careful in our choice of treatment
and generally it is very limited.

Washing and de-acidifying of paper would be the most
conllnon treatments available to paper conservators.
Often the acids present in papers are water soluble and
washing in deionised water can remove such acidity.
Often, however, a paper may also need to be de-acidified
to make sure that acids present are neutralised. Some-
tirnes a buffering agent is placed in the paper with further
de-acidifying to ensure subsequent neutralising of acids
produced in the paper later on. De-acidification is still
being researched and there are some paper conservators
who will not de-acidify. It is feared that the molecules
of the de-acidifying agent might be too large and may
cause abrasion to the fibres of the paper. Also the neutr-
al pH of cellulose is 5.5. Tape removal is also essential
and can often be done mechanically without the use of
solvents. Ifsolvents have to be used they can cause prob-
lems of their own with toxicity, solubility of inks and
coiours and marking the paper. This should always be
left to the paper conservator.

Repairs to the paper must be carried out to ensure the
structural stability of the object. The method of repair
depends mainly on the preferences of the conservator. I
prefer using Japanese paper whenever it is suitable. The
paper is used in conjunction with wheat starch paste
which has had everything removed including the gluten -it is pure starch and I 00% reversible. japanese paper
is an excellent repair paper because of its fibre length
and purity. The fibre length ensures a strong repair that
iras bonded well to the paper. However, Western papers
with obvious chain and laid lines cannot be invisibly re-
paired with Japanese papers and a sympathetic, good
quality Western paper must be found.

Generhlly, the conservator must aim to stabilise the
object with the minimum amount of physical and chem-
ical interference. Once the object has been preserved it
is essential that it is stored correctly, otherwise all the
good work will be undone. This means the exclusion of
drrst, light and insects and a stable environment including
tenlperature and relative humidity. It is often the fluctu-
ation of the environment that causes the problems.
Ideally, the temperature should be 22" C plus or minus 2',
and the RH should be 50% plus or minus5%.

Hints for Amateurs
There is quite a lot that a non-conservator can do to look
after her/his collection.

The storage/environment is the main area to look at
because if that is not causing any problems then you are
halfway there. Paper should not be stored next or near
to any acidic materials. This includes mounts and backing
boards for works of art, and boxes and wrappings for
papers and books etc. Neither should paper be stored
in piastic because if there are fluctuations of relative hum-
idity then condensation can occur which will lead to
mould growth.
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Light, dust and insects must be excluded and regular
checkl should be made to ensure that this is the case. It
reaily is a question of good housekeeping. And- of course'

never put any pressure.sensittve tape on tears. It is poss-

ible to reduce the acidity of paper by placing it next to
sheets of buffered, acid-free paper. The acids in the ob-
ject will slowly move into the acid'free paper. It will take

a long time but if you have no access to a conservato^r or

if thJobject is a book, then it is a real alternative. Of
course, you cannot interleave every page of a book with-
out cauiing unacceptable stretching and swelling ofthe
spine.

I generally do not recommend that inexperienced
people attempt any wet work on paper. Disasters can re-
iutt. Dry cleaning of paper is relativ6lv straightforward

RESTORATION OF
Preamble Bernard Midoteton is one of England's best
known book restorers. He spent many years as manager
of the famous bindery, Zaehnsdorf of London, before
embarking into business on his own account. He is the
author of the authoritative work, The History of English
Craft Bookbinding Technique. lt was published in 1963.
A revised edition was issued by Holland Press, London,
in 1978. Copies of that edition may sti.ll be available. His
textbook, The Restoration of Leather Bindings, was re-
vised in 1984 and remains in print in a paperback. It is
one of the finest texts ever written, covering the major
procedures of book restorationr. In 1985, Bernard
Middleton was awarded the M.B.E. for his services to the
crafts of bookbinding and restoration. On February 27th
1986, Mr Middleton accepted an invitation from the
London Society of Bookbinders and Restorers to address
their membership on the subject of leather restoration.
We wish to acknowledge the quality of Mr Middleton's
lpcid address as well as the kindness of the Society for
permission to reprint Ms Vicki Humphrey's excellent
transcription. (Ed.)

Cleaning Leather Covers
Mr Middleton uses ordinary, good quality soap to clean

bindings but for particularly grimy; greasy bindings, he
recommends Vulpex. This is a liquid soap (methylcyc-
lohexyloleate) which can be diluted with either water or
white spirit. Soap solutions can be applied with cotton
wool and the excess cleaned off with a clean piece of
cotton wool. If washing is necessary only minimal moist-
ure should be applied to powdery leather. Very decayed
and powdery leather is best left unwashed.

Removing the Spine
When the binding has dried after washing, the next step is
to remove the original spine. This is the most difficult
process in the restoration of a leather binding because
the leather on a spine is usually more decayed than else-
where on the book. The spine is often broken up into
sections by raised bands and if tools were overheated dur-
ing the original finishing, the tools may have burned
through, making the leather 'lacey'. Various leathers also
present different problems and the restorer has to gain
experience ofthese. Calfis often very difficult to remove
sheep less so as it is much more fibrous and does not be-
come as powdery.

The method of removal of the leather spine depends
on the type ofbinding and on the leather: the book used
for demonstration was an eighteenth century calf binding
with raised bands.

The leather was expertly lifted and carefully removed
from between the bands, panel by panel. (Ifthe book is
covered in a good quality goatskin or sheepskin, it is more
likely that the spine can come off in one piece).

and should not result in any damage. There are not any

ideal erasers on the market - they all leave some residue
within the paper fibres. The least harmful are the plastic/
vinyl kind [it<e ttre common Mars Staedtler eraser in the
blu! wrapper. If the paper is fragile only a brush should
be used and tnen very carefully. lt is essential to remove
dirt as it attracts insect and mould growth and can cause

abrasion to the paper. It is also essential that paper be

cleaned before any wet work is done, otherwise the dirt
will be pulled into the web of fibres of the paper from
which it cannot be removed.

IReference: David Hunter, Pap ertruking]

IGy Sdderlund.

LEATHER BINDINGS
To remove the panels, a cut is made either side of the

bands, thus giving the leather freedom to lift. The leather
is then lifted-, one side at a time, and gently eased up with

: a broad blade. The broad blade gives support to the weak
leather being lifted. This is followed by lifting-from the

.cuts made nixt to the raised hands., If the leather is
powdery, it may need some consolioation before the lift-
ing begins. Two products were mentioned as being suit-
able for this purpose:

Pliantex - a poly acrylic resin, diluted with 1.1.1.
trichloroethane or ethyl acetate;

Klucel G - a cellulose etler. For consolidation of
leather, it is dissolved in I-l\4.S. or other alcohols . (It
is also soluble in cold water.)
Both these products work in a similar way, i.e., they

both consolidate powdery leather and although initially
they may cause some slight discolouration, on drying the
leatler returns to its original colour. Brush application is
recommended as cotton wool tends to leave unwanted
hairs.

If the spine has been removed in pieces, it is recom-
mended that the fragments be held together by placing
on a lightly pasted support of Japanese tissue. This, we
are told, avoids the disastrous consequences of an untime-
ly sneeze, an invasion by the cat, or other such accidents.
In order to avoid discolouration it is necessary to paste
the tissue and not the leather pieces. The spine should
then be safely stored until required.

Leather from the sixteenth century and earlier is
quite thick and hidelike. It is very difficult to remove
fiom the spine of the book. If the knife cuts through the
leather, leaving some bumps on the book, these should be
left untouched. When the original spine is replaced these
bumps should match and fit into the corresponding pits
in the leather.

Cleaning the Spine
The next step is the cleaning of the spine of the book. In
the past, the book was often placed in front of a fire to
bake the glue onto the spine and this can make the glue
very difficult to remove. Mr Middleton stated that he did
not go to too much trouble to clean the spine if the glue
was still solid. However, he feels it is important to remove
the glue that is cracked or crazed, as this could crack fur-
ther and cause damage or result in the leather beconring
detached from the spine. It is also important to remove
paper linings from nineteenth century books. This paper
is usually ofvery poor quality and can be a source of
acidity allowing acid migration to the text block. Special
attention should be paid to the removal of any remaining
fragments of old leather from the raised bands or they
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may appear large and clumpy when the new leather is
attached.

It is thought inadvisable to soak the spine ofthe book
for a long time in order to remove the old glue, as this
tends to weaken the sewing and can run the risk of allow-
ing moisture to penetrate the back folds of the signatures
and cause staining.

Renewing the Headbands
The next operation to be demonstrated was headbanding.
While quickly sewing the headbands, Mr Middleton dis,
cussed headbanding and answered questions. He usually
prepares his own headbanding thread from sewing thread
coloured with spirit stains. On this book he was using red
and white thread as this was common in the eightheenth
century (blue and white were more characteristic of
the sixteenth century);a common two and two patt-
ern headband was sewn to the book with a pasted cord
used as a support. Thiswas not typical of the period but
was much stronger than the rolled paper tradionally used.
Paper rolled around catgut was also sometimes used. In
answer to a question, he explained that it is sometimes
possible to retain the old headbands; ifin good condition
these can be tied or pasted back in position. When tying
down a dorrble headband the tluead should be oassed
through the two rolls. After sewing, a small arnount of
paste was applied to the tie downs to hold the head-
bands in place.

New headbands can be very noticeable on a restored
binding. When appropriate, they can be aged with a dark
brown spirit stain applied with a brush. It was stressed
that it is important to hold the book so that the head-
band to be treated is lowermost as a precaution against
the brush being overcharged. The best method is to care-
fully apply the stain away from the bead of the headband
because the spirit stain is quickly absorbed and may trav-
el further than required and reach the edge ofthe pages.

Reattaching Boards
Then followed a discussion of the various methods of re-
inforcing the joint ready for the reattachment of the
boards. Some people line the spine with mull and leave
a sufficient overlap on either side of the joints for the re-
attachment of the boards. On early unglued books with
prominent raised bands it is possible to form new slips by
by sewing thread around the old cords using a curved
needle or, alternatively, by pasting new cords over the
old, then sewing the old and new cords together.

The method used for this demonstration was the at-
tachment of overcast cloth joints to the shoulders of the
book. These are later stuck down under the paste-down
and offer the advantage ofgiving reinforcement at both
the head and tail. Some people believe that this method
restricts the opening of the book, but it was demonstrat-
ed by comparing books treated in different ways, that
this is not necessarily the case. The cloth joint, usually
jaconette, is pasted in place and then overcast. To do
this holes have to be pierced with a bodkin at about
1Smm to 25mm intervals at the base of the shoulder,
through the cloth joint and down through the spine of
the book at an angle. Once the holes are made ihe sew-
ing is relatively easy. Mr Middleton used to sew over the
joint, but found that the thread could be seen through
the covering material.

By sewing parallel to the joint this problem can be
avoided and the thread may even settle down between
the sections on the spine. If the book has prominent
raised bands, the holes should be made on either side
of the bands as shown in the diagram. This reduces

the risk of breakage, when the thread is later pressed
down. If the book is large, the overcasting should run
head to tail and back again. For a small book, a single

lewin_g along the length of the shoulder will usually suf-
fice. Sometimes the joints of the book will have a[most
disappeared. These can be restored by placing the should-
ers of the book between backing boardi in the laying
press. A hammer can then be used to sharpen up the
shoulders and to flatten the threads used io attach the
clothjoints. The backing boards should have slightly
rounded edges so as not to damage the paper and n6
attempt should be made to reback the book to make it
look like a modern binding.

Spine Liners
When restoring bindings, Mr Middleton finds that he does
not have_ to line the spines of the book very often. If pre-
serving the original leather spine, or if the spine is full
gilt, any bumps or hollows will be hidden. However, if
the thread shows or the sewing is 'shaky', lining up is
advisable.

Re-backing
The boards are now prepared for rebacking. Ifthe boards
are still attached to the book, the turn-ins should be lifted
first. Ifthe leather on the outside is lifted first, it can be-
come damaged when the board was opened to lift the turn-
ins and pastedowns. The technique used for the lifting of
the leather is important and while demonstrating, Mr-
Middleton talked the a.udience through his methods. A
'lift' is started with the poiat of the blade and the heavy
work is done with the length of the blade. The initial cut
should produce a bevel and this should be done at both
ends.

If the ends of the cuts are not bevelled, there is a tend.
ency for the knife to emerge about one third of the way
along. Starting from the open end a slicing and pushing
action is used to make an opening in the leather. Experi-
ence allows one to determine the amount of push;too
much can produce a bumpy surface. It is important to ljft
more than is needed to accommodate the new leather. It
must be remembered that the new leather will need to be
boned down and moulded, thus the original leather on the
board will have to be pulled back. If too little has been
iifted, this will lead to creasing. When leather dressing is
applied the creases will become quite obvious as they
tend to accept the dressing more than the uncreased areas
and they show up as dark lines,

With the right tool the lifting can be done quickly and
easily and with a minimum of damage. The traditional
English paring knife can be modified for this purpose by
reducing the length of the cutting edge.

If an unmodified paring knife is used, the point can
cause damage whilst the leather is being lifted. The lifting
knife also needs to have a shallow bevel to avoid disturb-
ing the surface of the leather, particularly calf. Mr Middle.
ton does not try to preserve the leather on the edge of the
board unless it has been finished with a complicated roll
pattern that is hard to match. Some goat leathers have
grain patterns that are also difhcult to match.

The position of the cut and the extent of the lifting are
sometimes influenced by the finishing on the book. On
books with no tooling, ihe cut strould'be made fairly close
to the edge of the book. On books with lines of finishing
near the joint, the cut can be made alongside the line
nearest the joint. This will help to disguise the join be-
tween the old and the new leather. Equally, if the side of
the book is panelled, the panel may disguise the ridge
where the leather meets the board.
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When cutting the sides prior to lifting, the incision
must be made as near the edge as possible, but not so

near that there is not a narrow strip of the original leather
left remaining in place. In the nineteenth century there
was a tendeniy t6 start the lifting at the very edge ofthe
board and to leave none of the old leather near the joint.
This caused a ridge to form when the new leather was in'
serted. with the bld leather standing proud of the book.

the book). The second is done after the leather has been

attachedio the book in order to obtain as near a match
as possible to the colour of the original leather-. It is re'
commended that work be started on the rebacking while
the stain is still evaporating as the potassium lactate or
potassium citrate soaks into the leather more readily
while the leather is still damp. Subsequent to staining,
the leather is damped with a potassium citrate solution

Diagram showing the unevenness caused

by not leaving a strip of the original
cover near the joint and by not paring
the edge of old leather side.

By using a long bevel and by leaving a slight shoulder
at the edgJof the board, the new leather can be inserted
without leaving a bump. It fits snugly into the contours
of the leather that are already there. The endpapers are

ljfted in a similar way, with care being taken with thepos-
itioning of the incision and the start of the lifting s-o that
matching and replacement is not made a proble_m. It is
best notlo attempt to remove any of the board that
mieht come away when the paper is lifted as it can help
to itrengthen and support tlie iaper and helps prevent the
edse oflhe iaconettd (that is later inserted between the
boird and endpaper) from showing through.

Diagrarn showing the difference
made bY leaving a narrow striP of
the original leather near the joint
and by paring the edge of the old
leather side.

and then pasted out with homemade wheat flour paste.

Rebacking
The leather is stretched down the middle, taking care not
to crease it. The leather is put on the spine of the book
and drawn down with the palms over the bands and
pushed under the original leather with a bone folder. All
this is done with the cover detached from the book. The
text block is placed between the boards to obtain the
correct spacing. When the boards were in the correct pos-
ition the text block is removed and the leather moulded
and boned down. A warning must be given against press-

Choice of Leather
Mr Middleton prefers a semi'chrome'tanned-, light-tan-
coloured leathir which offers a suitable background col'
our for his own staining. When rebacking calf bindings
he prefers to use kid which is a very strong leather and

has a surface texture similar to calf.

Staining Leather
The leather selected, it is cut to size and edge-pared. A
spokeshave is used to thin and soften the area between
the bevel and the full thickness ofthe leather. The leath-
er needs to be pared thin at the edges, not so thin at the
caps but very thin where it goes down the spine. The cor'
ners of the leather are taken off because they have a tend-
ency to turn back on themselves and make an unsightly
bump.

The leather is stained, using spirit stains, in two stages;
(the initial staining is done before the leather is put on

ing the air out of the headcaps as this Prevents the form-
ation of a good cap. After the leather has been shaped
and rubbed down the spine of the text block is pasted
and the cover stuck accurately in position.

Raised Bands

Band nippers were not used prior to 1800. All books
with raised bands were tied up with cords on either side
of the bands to hold the leather in position Mr Middle-
ton employs this ancient process when restoring books
with raised bands to keep the character of the original
binding. Special tying-up boards are used to protect the
foredge and the tying-up cord is passed around the book
and over the spine on both sides of the bands. The ties
are not left in position long as they hold the old leather
to the new damp leather and this can cause staining.

At this stage the old leather cover is usually lifted
away from the new damp leather and the book is left
overnight to dry. To allow the moisture to escape, the

Method of attaching Jaconette strip by sewing parallel
with the joints on either side of the raised bands
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book should be left in the open, e.g., overhanging a

pressing board. It is essentiql to keep all restoration
work in character with the peiod of the binding. lt
would be inappropriate to mould the headcap to match
those found on modern fine bindings. All that is required
is for the leather to be drawn roughly to shape to form
a protective cap. For the same reason it is unnecessary
to pinch the headcaps at the joints with thread.

Adhesives
For sticking down the original leather in position on the
sides Mr Middleton prefers to use paste but his assistant
uses PVA. If the book were to rebacked again, the leather
would have to be cut and lifted as described. Thus the ad-
hesive would be 'reversed'by cutting. The disadvantage of
PVA is that it squeezes out when the book is pressed and
is harder to remove.

The adhesive is applied with the tips of the fingers:
this allows more control over the amount and thickness.
Ifthe leather is very weak and one cannot get the fingers
underneath without causing damage, the adhesive can be
smeared on a piece ofpaper and then this can be inserted
underneath tJre leather and moved around to spread the
adhesive evenly. This method applies only the minimum
amount of adhesive which is an advantage if the leather is
likely to become stained by the moisture.

Pressing

After reattaching the lifted sides ofthe original leather
cover, the book is placed between two pieces of soft grey-
board and pressed to consolidate the overlappingjoins.
Because many books are thicker at the foredge than the
spine the book is pressed in a laying press rather than a

nipping press to ensure the pressure is applied, where it
is needed, at the spine.

Cloth Joints
The next operation is the sticking down of the cloth joint.
The jaconette is cut at an angle at the head and tail and
PVA is applied to the underside with the tips of the fing-
ers. The adhesive is allowed to become tacky and then
the cloth joint is stuck down on the open board. This
operation is repeated on the otherjoint and then press-
ing tins are inserted inside the boards and the books given
a short nip in the press. On removal the cloth joint is
smoothed down with a bone folder wrapped in a piece of
paper.

Once the cloth joint is attached it can be disguised by
being covered. If the original endpaper is marbled, a strip
of matching marble paper is selected and accurately past-
ed in position over the joint. If the endpaper is plain a

strip of Japanese paper is used.
The next stage is to stain and age the new joints of the

rebacked book to match the rest of the cover. To achieve

WASHING BOOKS AND PAPER

The appearance ofbooks and paper can be greatly en-
hanced by washing them in water. Not only will the
pages become noticeably cleaner but also their archival
life can be extended by the neutralizing ofinherent acids
and pollutants. The following steps set out the procedure
for the washing of a book which the amateur book-
binder should have no difficulty inperforming at home.

Apparatus Required
1. A large plastic photographic tray: this should be big
enough to accommodate the largest book that you antic-

a match the new leather at the joints is sprinkled with
black, water-soluble, aniline dye using a wire mesh and a

nail brush. In the past, sulphate of iron was used but it
caused pitting of the surface of the leather. The spine is
sprinkled first, followed by the sides, while the book is
supported to prevent the parts already treated from be-
coming smudged. A coat of glair is applied prior to sprink-
ling the leather if any facsimile gold tooling is to be done.

Replacement of Spine
The final operation is the replacement of the original
spine. This, supported on Japanese tissue, is pasted and
positioned on the book. To hold the spine in place, the
whole book is wrapped around with a wide tape. The
tape should be removed within ten minutes because the
spine can sometimes urove or slip and this allows suffici-
ent time to move the pieces back into position using a

bone folder and rubbing through a piece of paper with
special attention being given to the areas near the raised
bands.

Open Discussion
Both collectors and dealers usually require the repair to
be as indistinguishable as possible.

Further techniques that can be used to 'age'the new
leather were described. If the leather has too smooth an
appearance around the joint, it can be aged by impressing
a heated pallet with a straight-grained pattem which im-
parts the effect of a creased, well-used joint. Another use-
ful technique is to apply a layer ofpasie to the new leath-
er and to follow this with an application of leather 'dust'
or fine shavings. When this is dry, more paste is applied
and when this layer is dry, it is boned down. This can
give an appearance of unity to a restored binding.

New gold tooling can sometimes look too bright but
can be dulled with an application of spirit stain io the
surface. Rubbing hard with a pad of cotton wool will al-
so help to thin and lessen the newness of the gold tooling.
After tooling, the leather is dressed. Mr Middleton uses
British Museum Leather Dressing without the beeswax
(which tends to make the binding sticky).

Mr Middleton briefly outlined the method for repair-
ing corners. Usually, the corners are worked on first but
when working on a large quantity of books, they are
treated when it is practical and convenient. Ifpart ofthe
original board is missing, this is made good with plastic
wood. The leather for the repair is cut to shape, pared,
stained and pasted for rebacking; the cutting and lifting
proceeds in the sane way as already described. Once the
repair is complete, the corners are rounded slightly. Con-
ers on old books are usually rounded and worn with use
and sharp corners can look incongruous.

In conclusion, Mr Middleton said that to make a living
as a bookbinder, one must be organised.

ipate washing. When the book is opened out, there should
be a space of 50 to 100mm all round. Round-bottomed
dishes, basins or bath-tubs are not suitable because the
curved surfaces will all too easily damage the water-soft-
ened paper; the paper sheets should lie flat.
2. Nylon insect gauze cut into rectangles of sufficient
size to accommodate the dimensions of the opened out
book plus a minimum of 50mm all round, but not ex-
ceeding the internal dimensions of the photo tray.

'Reemay'is another material which may be used and
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is superior to nylon insect gauze being of a loose, open-
weave texture. Reemay is, however, more expensive and
is only available in large quantities, i.e., rolls of I metre
width and 80 metres length. Both nylon and Reemay are
chemically inert materials.

Saturated paper sheets are extremely fragile. The cut
rectangles of nylon gauze or Reemay will adequately sup-
port the weight of the water softened paper sheets. If
they are handled with reasonable care, the risk of dam-
age to the paper should be very much reduced.
Procedure
l. Prepare the book for washing as follows:

'Pull'the book;
Cut the sewn threads;
Separate and remove the sections (signatures);
Remove all tipped-in plates, maps, illustrations

and put to one side making a note of their
positions for future tipping-in;

Brush out any loose dust, especiaily in the folds
with a soft brush.

Notes, names or inscriptions in the book that are written
in water-soluble inks and which you wish to retain, can
not be washed by this method. It may be preferable not
to wash the book at all.
2. Fill the photo tray with a solution of magnesium
bicarbonate, or calcium hydroxide, or sodium bicarbon-
ate, for slightly to moderately soiled books or books
which have foxing, i.e., brown acid spots. The presence
of foxing in a book indicates that an acid attack has
taken place and that treatment by any ofthese solut-
ions is necessary to 'buffer' the paper from further at-
tacks. The pH of these solutions range between 7.5 and
8.5, i.e., alkaline.

fhese solutions are made up as follows: 
_

Magnesium bicorbonate - add2 milk of magneia tablets
(magnesium hydroxide) to a 1.25 litre bottle of soda
water, then wait for the reaction to cease. (Do not heat -
as the sparingly soluble magnesium bicarbolate will de'
compose to insoluble magnesium carbonate).

Calcium hydroxide - add a teaspoonful of slaked lime
or garden lime per litre of water, shake, allow to settle.
Decant the clear solution.
Sodium bicarbonate - add a teaspoon of soda bicarb per
litre of water and dissolve.

For very soiled and foxed books, it may be necessary
to use moderately warm water and detergent, repeated if
necessary, followed by rinsing. The use of hypochlorite
or peroxide bleaches is not recommended. Not only
would complete removal of the bleaching agent and pH
correction of the paper be quite difficult without con-
trolled laboratory conditions, but also recent research in-
dicates that bleaching agents break down the cellulose
fibre structure of the paper.
3. Sandwich each opened-out double leaf between
two nylon gauze pieces and completely immerse in the
solution, allowing time for the paper to become thor-
oughly wetted. Repeat with the next double leaf, and so

on, till a maximum of 30 sheets have been immersed,
otherwise the weight of the top sheets will compress the
lower ones and restrict circulation of the solution. Leave
immersed for about two hours, gently agitating the tray
every halfhour.
4. Holding two opposite sides, carefully pick up the
complete bundle ofgauze and page sheets from the tray
and allow the excess liquid to drain out. Take special
care to avoid exerting pressure on any part of the sand-
wiched paper as the water-softened paper is most suscept-
ible to indentations from the nylon gauze; these indentat-
ions are very difficult to remove afterwards.
5. After the excess solution has drained away, gently
separate each gauze-paper€auze sandwich and place onto
clean blotting paper. Remove the upper gauze piece and
allow to dry. When perfectly dry, gather the double
sheets, fold and re-form into their appropriate book-sect-
ions, observing pagination. Repair tears, missing pieces;
guard sections and re-bind the book.

J. Newland

Preferred minimum clearances for
gauze-paper and tray-gauze

Dimensions of photo tray

Opened out book page

MOROCCO BOUND

Fig. 1
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Gauze-paper bundle held as
gently as possible without
exerting pressure.

Then followed by the
second 'sandwich',
and so on,

Immerse the first gauze-
paper'sandwich' and allow
to become thoroughly wet.

Figure 2

Excess liquid draining out.

Figure 3

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,

If Keith Turnell is agreeable to the proposition - we
would be very pleased to reprint his 'Endpaper Story'.

Editor
Canadian Bookbinders and Book
Artists Guild

ILetter abbreviated due to limitations of spacel

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The last meeting for 1988 will be on October 6th at 6 p.m. in

the Ralph Lewis Workshop.

HelPful Hint

Missing Pages

lf vou find that one or more pages are missing from a book,.do

""i "ueii""t 
the services of ybrir local librarf, or more partic-

ularlv the Public Librarv of New South Wales. They can search
;;;;; iitth";; is a 

"oov 
br the book held anvwhere in Australia,

anU it so it can usuafi be 'got in'for you, and you can then
photocopy necessary pages.

When all else fails, the Photographic Service, The British
Library, Great Russefi St, LoND;oN wClB 3DG, can be used.
They rjffer Xerox copies or electrostatic prints from micro-
film. Each reouirement is ouoted, but as in indication electro-
itaiic ptints iie csp o.zo (= AUD $1.?5) per page and 'Xerox'
cloi"iire a lot cheaper. Miiling and curreircy suicharge adds
iu'"uicsp+.s (= Atlo $lo.0o) per order. Because of their
ase or condition. some books are not allowed to be photo-
iEpiea (usuauv ihe ones you are interested in).
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